
Application

- Apply 2-3 thin coats of Toby Floor Polish using a
premium grade cotton mop.  Remove any fluff from
mop prior to use

- Allow sufficient drying time between coats,
approximately 1 hour

- For full gloss effect, burnish final coat (ensure sufficient

drying time has been allowed) at 1000 rpm or greater if
burnisher available

Coverage: 50 - 80 m 2/litre

Clean up: Water

Storage: Protect from extremes of temperature.
Store between 5°C and 30°C

Care and maintenance

To extend the life of the floor, use floor-glides under chair
and furniture legs and follow a regular maintenance

programme along the following lines.

Daily

Sweep the floor daily with an electrostatic mop.  Spot mop
any spillages using Toby Polyclean.

Weekly

Floor should be damp mopped using Toby Polyclean.

Burnish floor for full gloss effect.

(In high traffic/commercial environments it may be desirable
to polish weekly to fortnightly).

Monthly to Quarterly

Wash floor with Toby Polyclean.  Apply two coats of Toby

Floor Polish as per instructions.

Annual Maintenance

Wash and strip the floor with Toby Floor Stripper.  Apply two
fresh coats of Toby Floor Polish.

Periodic Maintenance

Depending on traffic wear, wash and strip using Toby Floor

Stripper.  Sand floor with 150 grit screenback, use steel
wool for edges.  Thoroughly vacuum the floor to remove all
dust then apply one coat of Toby Tung Oil or Oil Modified
Urethane (whichever was used originally) as per label

instructions,  then apply Toby Floor Polish as per above
instructions.

Note: In low traffic domestic environments floors will only
need stripping and polishing as per the above procedure

every 2-3 years.T
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Timber Floor Polish

Description

Toby Floor Polish is a durable polish designed to enhance

the life of timber floors finished with Toby oil based products
such as Toby Tung Oil and Toby Oil Modified Urethane.  It
produces a sacraficial, clear finish resistant to traffic
scuffing.  When used regularly it maintains the timber floor’s
new look.

Special features

Provides a sacraficial protective coating for floors
finished with Toby Tung Oil or Toby Oil Modified
Urethane

Easy to apply

Adds years to the life of floors

Returns floor’s ‘new’ look

Available in gloss and satin

Properties

Appearance: Milky white liquid

Finish: Gloss and satin

Density: 1.04 g/ml

Viscosity: 13 seconds (Ford #4 cup)
Packaging: 1 litre plastic bottle

5 litre plastic bottle

Flammability: Non-flammable

Shelf life: 12 months in unopened can
(correctly stored)

Directions for use

Surface preparation

New Floors coated with Toby Tung Oil or Toby Oil Modified

Urethane:

Allow at least 7 days for the coating to fully cure.  Ensure
surface is free of contaminants.  It may be necessary to
damp mop the floor using Toby Polyclean as per label

instructions, then apply Toby Floor Polish as per application
instructions.

Existing Floors:

Ensure surface is free of contaminants.  Use Toby Floor

Stripper as per label instructions to remove old polish or
wax.  Damp mop the floor using Toby Polyclean as per
label instructions, then apply Toby Floor Polish as per
application instructions.
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Precautions

Health and safety

No adverse effects expected if the product is handled in
accordance with Material Safety Data Sheet and product
label.  If swallowed in large amounts, however, may cause
nausea and vomiting.  Contact with eyes and skin may

cause irritation.  If inhaled, vapour may cause irritation to
mucous membrane and respiratory tract causing headache
and nausea.

First Aid

If swallowed, rinse mouth with water and give plenty of
water to drink.  If vomiting occurs give further water.  Seek
medical advice.  If in eyes, hold eyes open and flood with
water for at least 15 minutes, call a doctor.  If skin contact

occurs, remove contaminated clothing and wash before re-
use. If irritation occurs seek medical advice.  If affected by
inhalation of vapour, remove to fresh air.  Seek medical
advice if effects persists.

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are available to users
on request to your nearest Orica Woodcare office or Toby
Distributor.  Read MSDS, data sheet and label carefully
before first use of any product.  Orica Woodcare are continually

updating materials and methods, so please ensure you
have the latest information.

Manufacturer's Comment

This product has been designed as part of a totally

integrated application system.  Use with any other
manufacturer’s product, or failing to follow application
instructions, could result in detrimental effects on product
performance, for which Orica Woodcare cannot be held

responsible.
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Important note

Orica Woodcare products are guaranteed against defective materials and manufacture and are sold subject to its standard terms and conditions of sale, copies of which
 may be obtained on request. Whilst the company endeavours to ensure that any advice, recommendation, specification or information it may give is accurate
 and correct, it cannot, because it has no direct or continuous control over where or how its products are applied, accept any liability either directly or indirectly
 arising from the use of its products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification, recommendation or information given by it.

Orica Woodcare 
A.B.N. 99 004 117 828 
1330 Ferntree Gully Rd
SCORESBY VIC 3179
 
 

Email:      toby_enquiries@orica.com    7 days a week
Internet:  www.toby.com.au                         Technical Support Hotline : 1800 073 530     Emergency Response: 1800 033 111 (24hrs)
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